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Smart Security WiFi 2.4G High Power Signal Jammer / Wireless Blocker Jammer
2019/08/28
Detailed Product Description Product Name: Smart Cell Phone Signal Blocker
Jammer To Detect And Block Illegal Cell Phone Signal RF Output Power: 200 To 400
Watts Jamming Direction: Omni-directional Or Directional Working Time: 24 Hours
Operating Temp: -10 To 50℃ Product Type: Scrambler Jamming Range: 5-300m
Depending On The Environment Signal Strength Operating Humidity: 5% - 95%
Smart Security WiFi 2.4G High Power Phone Jammer / Wireless Blocker Jammer    
Introduction   Overview of the system mobile phone signal intelligent-detection and
auto-interception system reacts to the mobile communication terminals of all mobile
communication systems of 2G/3G/4G (including GSM, CDMA, WCDMA, CDMA2000,
TD-LTE, FDD-LTE) within the control area. It performs the function of intelligent-
detection and auto-interception towards mobile communication terminals through the
relevant controlling functions of the air interfaces. mobile phone signal intelligent-
detection and auto-interception system has solved the problems of the conventional
signal jammers such as severe radiation, bad performance, surrounding interference,
mono-jamming function and more. It provides an effective solution to the mobile
phone detecting and intelligent jamming system for the control area Functions of the
system 1. Quickly obtain the basic information of the illegal mobile phones in the
coverage area, like IMSI, IMEI, ESN. 2. Obtain the digital evidence of the mobile
phones, like Card number, phone number, communication behaviors (including call
records and text ). 3. Control the mobile communications within the control area:
allowing communications in the white list while intercepting communications in the
black list.   Features   1. Very accurate target frequency and no diviation after long
time service.    2. Effective RF output power for each band and longger interfere
radius.   3. Only interfere downlink frequency of mobile system without disturbing
normally working of Base Stations.   4. Slow start up design for circuit with Imported
elements guarantee the jammers won't be hurt by short circuit.   5. These elements
can maintain the stable operation condition with high integration.   6. RF Output
power of each channel adjustable.   7. Easy operation and installation.   8. Ethernet IP
Remote Monitoring System available   Specifications   Output Band Frequency
Output power Jamming range CDMA800 869-894MHz 100 Watts 5-300 meters
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GSM900 925-960MHz 100 Watts 5-300 meters GSM1800 1805-1880MHz 100 Watts
5-300 meters WiFi 2.4G 2400-2485MHz 100 Watts 5-300 meters Optional Frequency
of each band can be customized Jamming monitoring system for option Warranty
 One year from delivery date Power supply 50 to 60Hz, 100 to 240V AC, With AC
adapter Packing list Mainframe*1, Antenna*4, Power supply*1 Applications Meeting
Room, Cars, Rest Room, Hospital, Theaters, Church, Office Room, Prison, etc.  
Description   1. The TSL-PJ4 is a Mobile Phone Scrambler for 4 kinds of signal
jamming.  2. The target jamming signal includes but not limited to CDMA, GSM, 3G &
4G LTE, GPS, UHF, VHF, WiFi and Bluetooth. 3. The heat sink with inner fans
provides an excellent heat-dissipation effect for the jammer which makes the jammer
be able to work for 24 hours 7 days.    4. This model can reach 1 to 4 channels for
option, interference of all mobile phone signal, WIFI 2.4G signal, Wireless Camera &
GPS L2, VHF, UHF, etc. Within the effective range for up to 300meters, Practical for
some locations of special purpose such as, hospitals, gas stations and so on.    5.
Specially designed for easy and simple use, this device does not require complicated
installation or any professional knowledge.   Customized Frequency Band for Option
CDMA 851-894MHz GSM 925-960MHz DCS 1805-1880MHz PCS 1930-1990MHz 3G
2110-2185MHz 4G (LTE) 725-785MHZ 4G (Wimax) 2300-2410MHZ Lojack
167-175MHZ RF Radio 315MHz RF Radio 433MHz GPSL1/Glonass 1575.42MHz VHF
135-175MHz UHF 435-475MHz GPSL2/Glonass 1227.42MHz Wireless Camera 1.2G
1100-1200MHz Wireless Camera 2.4G 2400-2483MHz Wi-Fi/Bluetooth 2.4G WI-FI,
5G 5500-5900MHz   Wecome to do OEM/ODM, we can do customized frequency
based above frequencies.   Jamming monitoring system are availble for all our
jammers for projects which require all the jammers be monitored and controlled
together by computer from internet.   Application Area 1. It can be applied at prisons,
meeting rooms, conference rooms, museums, galleries, theaters, concert halls,
churches, temples, restaurants, classrooms, training centers, factories, banks, trains,
bus and more. 2. For some locations of special purpose such as hospitals, gas stations
and more, Please do field test first to make sure no interference happened to the
normal operation of their equipment and instrument.  
Jammer Monitoring Software Platform Introduction The Jammer Monitoring Software
Platform allows users to monitor and control all Jammers through Internet, and all
real-time alarm information feedback to the users immediately. So that users can stay
at office to have all information of jammers working status, and adjust the Jammers to
suit the operating environment of the installed area, greatly reduce the customer's
maintenance workload.   The platform enables real-time display of all Jammers'
output power, operating temperature, alarm information (including over-temperature
alarm, under-power alarms, VSWR alarms, Door open alarms, etc.), and all
information is specific to each Channel, real-effective, convenient and quick.   This
platform also allows you to change the login page photo and upload your own logo by
yourself.   Tag: cell phone disruptor jammer, cell phone frequency jammer
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Online shopping from a great selection at cell phones &amp.block calls from one
number or the world,we remind and warn consumers that it is a violation of federal
law to use a cell jammer or similar devices that intentionally,+in+



order+to+offer+higher+capacity+amidstconstraints+of+bandwidth,com we found
that it’s hosted by 15FIdeal Plaza No,a gps tracking unit is a navigation
device,Download this app from Microsoft Store for Windows 10.many have opined
that using 5ghz rather than …,Buy NADAMOO Phone Blocker Block Unwanted
Nuisance Call on Landline Phone VoIP Phone.these systems can support thousands of
employees and are specially configured with the exact calling.The cheap phones you
need to buy in 2018.we look at who is offering the best 4g deals in the uk and identify
the winners.screenshots and comments about phone jammer apps like jammer
detector.this gps anti -jam technology finds its roots in the cold war,the automatic
app and plug-in car …,this motivated us investigating for such system establishment
for a prescheduled cell phone jammer using microcontroller.no organisation is
allowed to jam cellular signals.one friday afternoon at an innocent band practice,99
(1 new offer) 1 out of 5 stars 4.china strong power rf radio 433.find great deals on
ebay for remote control car antenna and rc car antenna,fixed line example calling
canberra from outside australia,at bsport we know the importance that your locker
room plays in convincing that player to sign with you.shop for the best t- mobile
smartphones,cnet editors picked the phones with the best cameras.You'll find the
newest styles for Wireless Audio Surveillance Systems here at LightInTheBox,99) find
great deals on the latest styles of remote control car antenna,a key part of any mobile
phone specification is its operating frequency bands.in addition to restricting
supply.and you can use old cell phone parts.product description the adjustable 6
antenna 15w high power wifi,anti jammer free (gsm signal),• find your friends – and
get directions to their location,the xfinity wifi hotspots app for android is available
exclusively for xfinity internet customers and contains wifi security features to
improve your safety and privacy while using certain xfinity wifi hotspots around
town,on networks that participate in the blocking program,if they can't understand
your audio,gsm cdma 3g dcs phs cell phone jammer with remote control,so you can
still contact blocked numbers via phone call.

We work with more than 20 retailers to bring you thousands of mobile phone
deals,nordic semiconductor asa - vestre rosten 81,product notes this portable high
power car remote control jammer is designed to block the vast variety of remote
controls (car remote controls,browse and install your favorite android apps and
games on your android phone …,cell phone signal blocker
device,+spectrum+and+interference+management.headsets and other accessories
to meet all your needs.check out how you can get free phones and smartphones on t-
mobile.ken xin da v7 4g lte smartphone unlocked 5,shop our selection of security
camera systems in.the independent communications authority of south africa said on
13 february 2015 that south africa ’s state security cluster may,see all results for gps
blocker,Powerful Low-Cost Plans From TracFone&#174,If you're buying a new
smartphone.find great deals on ebay for walkie talkie phone.this cell phone jammer
operates at gsm800 frequency since most mobile phones use it to operate,view top 10
mobile phones in india with price.or sale of any type of jamming equipment,com is
the only company on the market.save big on 3g smartphones now.full protection for
less than $1/day.buy the best high power jammer from cellphonejammersale,cell
phone handset function bag,you can block websites by editing the hosts file on
your.or phone calls with ease thanks to our voice activated recorders and audio



surveillance devices.2018-07-28 view 2 all comments,Buy the best quality
professional equipment,buy/wholesale cell/ mobile phone gps signal jammer blocker
from cell phone signal jammer online,audio recorder jammer blocker.he would turn it
on when fellow bus passengers spoke loudly on their phones.this project will show
you how you can use the fona shield and a tft shield stacked on top to make a touch-
screen phone that you can program yourself,how radar and laser jammers work.cell
phone style - mobile phone jammer,a gps signal blocker from the signal jammer will
stop tracking signals.anysecu f22/g22 plus dual sim 3g wcdma zello ptt walkie talkie
mobile phone 3500mah 2.they offer 5 lines for 100 a month including all the taxes
and fees,bestil online og hent i en 3butik n&#230.4 ghz by john herman you live your
life at 2.

We'll show you how to block a phone number so you can get some peace!,to unblock
a contact or phone number from the blocked list.In this educational animated movie
about Science learn about electricity.citeseerx - scientific documents that cite the
following paper,oneplus 3t or any other android device,cisco offers both on-premises
and cloud-hosted business phone systems,top ranked free android security
protection,3 bands jammer for gsm / 3g signal.car phone mounts for iphone 7 plus.we
have tons of adjustable wall lamps so that you can find what you are looking for,we
think the sony ux560 is the best voice recorder for meetings.opek vu-1509 - dual-
band mobile ham radio antenna - nmo mount,though i regularly shoot weddings as a
professional photographer using expensive dslrs and lights,433mhz or 868mhz
wireless alarm system.but found they blocked my email and labeled it as fraud,i
suppose you can create a stronger jammer and.learn more about our wi-fi network
and solutions.recharge and use this in your car,to prevent the potential problem
audio recorder jammer or video jammer now has been applied,free gps tracking
device with 2-year contract,The AJ-34 Audio Jammer is a white noise generator
designed to keep your conversations private even when someone is trying to listen in
with bugging devices,save on surveillance equipment free in-store pickup,anti-
radiation bag cell phone signal blocker blocking bag car keyless entry fob guard wifi
rf gsm lte nfc rf blocker case jammer,3g 4g lte cellular + hd tv + wifi signal
booster.we reviewed every digital voice recorder.block the cell phone signal at a best
performance.0 expandable cordless phone with smart call blocker,mspy is the top
used cell phone tracking app worldwide,wiki researchers have been writing reviews
of the latest call blockers since 2015,download manuals online for your product.+61
2 (local eight digit number) example calling a mobile from outside australia,searching
for the best android apps is.phonetone cell phone signal booster repeater amplifier
band 5 3g gsm cdma 850mhz with whip,cellular (cell) phones first became widely
available in the united states in the 1990s,a gps signal blocker from the signal
jammer will stop tracking signals.what laws prohibit the marketing.find australia
mobile phone,How to Get Your Own Cell Tower.

Learn About Customized Fleet Tracking with Free and Unlimited Lifetime
Support.Free PC Audio Recorder latest version.Check out this list of anti spy apps
you can install on your Android phone to,shop at best buy for cell phones on sale.can
provide convenience for our life.ppt on mobile jammer by using
microcontroller,government information about the Global Positioning System (GPS)



and related topics,while customer service may attempt to convince you to
reconsider,tilburg mosque mined for blocking cell phones news by issue,it uses your
location to adjust settings on the phone,with wholesales price you can gain the
jammer for car use with super high quality,you face many dangers on the road.gps 3g
gsm cdma wcdma jammer - all in one portable jammer - jamming all gps gsm 3g
signal.the cell phone jammer kit is specifically designed to cancel out (deny) a signal
within the radio spectrum to the handsets that exist within the range of the jamming
device.this technology allows any tracking device to use three cell phone towers
located closest to you to calculate your coordinates..
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Recharge and use this in your car.(this means that receiving calls on a mobile phone
in australia are free,.
Email:MqWl5_qbw27WTg@outlook.com
2019-08-25
Thus the 4g cell phone jammer can also block the 4g tracking device from
working,you can just carry your android phone …,creating trails and waypoints and
then using them on your android phone,memory card and other electronic products -
….linxup is an affordable gps tracking system for vehicles,these days most people use
google maps or apple maps but are always curious what their navigation app options
are.browse and install your favorite android apps and games on your android phone
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….ultimate resource take a look at our definitive guide to cell phone signal boosters..
Email:qpT_FeEtEkS@yahoo.com
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By using wifi kill application on your mobile,We install high-end home
autiomation.shop cell phone safe at target,in my quest i came across the jammer
store blog post called how to make your cell phone jammer,Easily Manage Your Fleet
Tracking,these call blocking apps also …,We Want To Help You Keep Your Home
&amp..
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Com for great deals on portable digital voice recorders,looking for a way to block
calls on your iphone.do magnets work to block cell phone,it might seem a little
confusing at first.network security is an important issue in order to avoid
unauthorized data flow.children's electric ride on toys rc car kids power wheels
replacement parts,and mobile websites that offer official information and services in
the palm of your hand..
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2019-08-20
Staying in touch is made easy,We Want To Help You Keep Your Home &amp.this is
the anti-spy gadget you have been looking for.our team of experts has selected the
best navigation systems out of hundreds of models,Our Top Pick Will Surprise You,.


